ü Small toroidal
magnetic field
ü BT reverses at
the edge

Predator-Prey Model
The model is intended to capture the
dynamics of the QSH state
associated with the competition
between nonlinear energy transfer
and suppression by shear

Characterization of the QSH state:
what drives the dynamics of the magnetic and thermal structure?

Plasma locking
• when the amplitude of the
innermost mode grows, the
velocity decreases until the
plasma locks.

R = 1.5 m
a = 0.5 m
|B| ≤ 0.6 T

The shape of the magnetic
surfaces is approximated as:
axisymmetric
equilibrium

• preferential locking occurs
due to current limitations
of coil feedback system
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ü Up to 25 kHz for 30 time point per discharge

ü 11 chords in 2 adjacent toroidal
position
ü density reconstructions mapping
data on flux surfaces

The active feedback system

Temperature remapped on flux surfaces

SXR tomographic diagnostic
• the poloidal gap is a
source of error fields
• correction by an active
feedback system

The dominant mode is treated as a
coherent vortex. It produces shear
in the magnetic and flow fields that
actively suppresses other
fluctuations (and the nonlinear
energy transfer by mode coupling)

Sense coil 1
Sense coil 2

32 sense coils
inside vacuum vessel

Sense coil 3

38 drive coils

• we use the system to
generate a RMP with a
defined 1<m<16

Sense coil 32

m=0
Spatial
Transform
Processor:
Maps the 32
signals into
spatial sin
and cos
values with
different m

Inverse
Spatial
Transform
Processor:

m=1 sin
m=1 cos

optional
external
inputs (32)
m=16

Maps what is
needed to
achieve the
requested m
values into 38
drive signals

Drive coil 1
Drive coil 2
Drive coil 3

Drive coil 38

Resonant Magnetic Perturbation in MST

EXP

the technique is
reproducible

can be applied
at any angle

ü 40 lines of sight divided between
2 cameras at the same toroidal
position
ü SXR emissivity reconstructions as
function of the flux surfaces

time evolution of radial temperature
and density profiles:

QSH
crash

sustained
QSH

electron temperature

The active feedback system is used to generate a RMP with a well defined phase that couple with the m=1
tearing modes producing an electromagnetic torque

As the innermost mode amplitude
increases the equilibrium becomes
helical

60%

95%

ü a structure emerges during growth of the
amplitude of the innermost tearing mode
ü the structure becomes intermittent during
the flat-top

electron density

MH

ü evidence of a persistent structure during
the flat-top

electron pressure

MODEL

QSH

ü the timing of the structure is in agreement
with the SXR emissivity

P W Terry and G G Whelan 2014 Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 56 094002

V3FIT-VMEC
The transition from an axisymmetric
state to three dimensional one is
related to the Lundquist number S

-0.4

FIR interferometer

200 eV < Te, Ti < 2keV
MODEL

ü 21 radial position from the bottom of the
machine up to the geometrical axes
1

ne ~ 1019 m-3

The RFP configuration is dominated by
several MHD tearing modes with
poloidal periodicity m=1. These modes
are resonant at different radii within
the plasma, giving rise to a stochastic
magnetic field.

m=1,n=5 magnetic
perturbation
F. Auriemma et al, PPCF 53, 105006 (2011)

Ip ≤ 0.6 MA

Ohmic heating by large toroidal plasma
current

Thomson Scattering
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r[m]

Reversed Field Pinch

Madison Symmetric Torus

V3FIT: code for
performing
equilibrium
reconstruction in
3 dimensional
plasma

ü the pressure structure collapses during a
QSH crash, but vanishes during sustained
QSH flat-top

Visible emission at the gap
Camera looking at visible and IR emission at poloidal gap
shows stronger PWI when the RMP is applied than when the
plasma is locked at the same position without applied RMP

Different Bp phase
means different PWI
location

ü average b? its scale length?
ü

nonlinear coupling?

no obvious dependence from any of them

VMEC: equilibrium
solver
• The code determines the best fit of
VMEC equilibrium, magnetics,
interferometry, polarimetry,
electron temperature and SXR
emission measurements
• Magnetic reconstruction in a fixed
boundary case provides a similar
description to NCT-SHEq
• Developing free boundary
reconstructions to better fit
temperature and density profiles.

what is the mechanism
driving the two dynamics?

Other possible uses of the RMP in MST
• Locking orientation during
PPCD plasmas
• Plasma rotation at lower
frequency for
multi-helicity plasmas
• Plasma rotation at lower
frequency for QSH plasmas

Courtesy of R. Norval

Summary:
i. In the RFP the equilibrium becomes 3D at high plasma current
ii. The dynamics of the QSH state involve competition between nonlinear energy
transfer and its suppression by shear
iii. Resonant Magnetic Perturbation provides control of the orientation of the helix
iv. Time evolution of ne and Te highlights different dynamics, but the driving
mechanism is still not clear
v. Reconstruction of the equilibrium from internal measurements with V3FIT
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